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Over the past decade, online
shopping as a practice has
evolved from a stagnant, purely
transactional experience to
something far more personal,
emotional and memorable.
At the dawn of the dot-com boom,
big-box retailers and big-name
brands entered the market by
simply allowing their consumers to
shop their collections in a secure
— yet static — environment. But
over time, new tools and solutions
emerged, allowing retailers to
create more dynamic e-Commerce
sites and integrate lifestyle content,
high-resolution product images,
and even shopper ratings and
reviews into the experience. As
a result, consumers have come
to expect richer experiences and
more personalized offers and
interactions, even as they shop on
different channels and devices.

have remained front-runners in
merchandising, personalization
and mobile optimization, and are
constantly investing in new ways to
connect with customers.
As retail behemoths continue to
raise the bar, mid-tier brands no
longer can afford to take a back
seat. Instead, they must participate
in the great innovation race, and
focus on maximizing the top
trends in e-Commerce today:

mobile, merchandising,
personalization, social media and
even wearable technology.
With 52% of consumers frequently
purchasing fashion through digital
channels, and 39% saying they are
more likely to buy fashion online
now than they were a year ago, 1
how can mid-tier retailers embrace
the above trends while creating
more one-to-one relationships
with customers?

Big brands like Amazon have
made e-Commerce innovation a
prerequisite to survive and thrive
in today’s highly competitive
ecosystem. With more time,
manpower and capital to track
and respond to customer wants
and needs, these online giants
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To provide an optimal blueprint for
the mid-tier fashion community,
and understand which trends will
dominate the industry over the next
decade, we interviewed speakers
and delved into presentations
at Fashion Digital New York, one
of the must-attend fashion and
e-Commerce events of the year. In
addition, we interviewed savvy midtier retailers and technology leaders.
In this white paper, we will uncover
how mid-tier fashion retailers can
boost customer engagement and
maximize market share in an omnichannel world by:
• Leveraging content across the
entire customer lifecycle;
• Building and expanding the brand
story across digital channels;
• Personalizing messaging and
merchandising throughout the
shopping journey; and

52% of consumers frequently purchase
fashion through digital channels, and 39%
say they are more likely to buy fashion
online now than they were a year ago.
- Tradedoubler

• Rethinking engagement
strategies with cutting-edge
technology like wearables.
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Using Content Marketing To Stand Out In A
Competitive Marketplace

New consumer preferences and
demands are motivating fashion
brands to rethink the way they
educate and engage shoppers.
Only 33% of consumers say they
trust traditional advertisements.
However, more consumers say they
trust recommendations from people
they know (84%), consumer opinions
posted online (68%), and editorial
content (67%)2 while in the midst of
the browsing and buying experience.

After all, the e-Commerce universe
is swarming with businesses of all
sizes, making it more challenging for
brands to stand out. A decade ago,
consumers were able to establish
one-to-one connections with
businesses by visiting physical stores
and interacting with associates.
But the Internet age has shaken
up consumer-brand relationships
significantly, forcing fashion retailers
to stand out in other ways.

“In the past, when consumers
visited stores, they were able to
speak with an associate, establish
a connection and develop an
overall frame of reference for a
brand,” explained Skip Fidura, Client
Services Director at dotmailer. “Now,
most shopping is done online. You
have to have a checkout experience
similar to Amazon’s because if you
don’t, no one will trust it. But then
you have a challenge because your

These perspectives confirm the
value of content marketing, which
is the process of creating valuable,
relevant and consistent content to
attract and acquire customers.
Over the past few years, content
marketing has become a more
important investment, especially
as more consumers rely on the web
to browse and buy. With the global
e-Commerce market expected to
reach $2.4 trillion by 2018,3 brands
and retailers must focus on creating
compelling experiences across digital
touch points, which include the web
site, email and social media.

The global e-Commerce market is
expected to reach $2.4 trillion by 2018.
- eMarketer
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checkout experience is identical to
everyone else’s and you don’t stand
out to shoppers.”
To distinguish themselves from
competitors of all sizes, retailers
can craft a content strategy that
adds depth and meaning to the
brand experience.
“Content marketing and lifestyle
content have always existed on
some level, but it is becoming
more of a differentiator for online
retailers,” Fidura explained. “Content
marketing isn’t just for the big
brands anymore. Mid-tier retailers
have access to technology to
implement content marketing and,
therefore, it is far easier to execute
than it used to be.”

Crafting A Fashion-Forward Content Strategy
In the fashion world, content marketing typically falls into two buckets:
• BRANDED CONTENT, which is developed by in-house employees
or outsourced but promoted with the brand’s name attached to
it. Resources under the branded content umbrella can include
product videos, advertisements, blogs/microsites and photos.
• USER-GENERATED CONTENT, which is created by consumers and
comes in a variety of forms, including ratings and reviews, social
posts and images that are shared online.
To establish a content marketing strategy that motivates consumer
action, brands and retailers should ask the below questions:
• WHAT is the overall goal of the content strategy? Do we want to
acquire customers, engage them or generate loyalty?
• WHO is our target audience?
• WHAT are our target shoppers’ wants, needs and preferences, and
what do they hope to receive from the brand experience?
• HOW can content play a role in creating an enriching and
educational customer experience?
• HOW can content be reused, repurposed and shared across a
variety of communication touch points?

“Content marketing isn’t just for the big brands
anymore. Mid-tier retailers have access to
technology to implement content marketing
and, therefore, it is far easier to execute than it
used to be.”
- Skip Fidura, dotmailer
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Alex And Ani Embraces Content
To Boost Engagement

Jewelry brand and retailer Alex
and Ani relies on a mix of usergenerated and branded content to
inspire and engage customers on
its e-Commerce site. High-quality
images of bangles, earrings and
necklaces grace product pages, and
consumers can access magazinestyle lookbooks or the brand blog
for additional inspiration.
Should consumers dig deeper into
product pages, they also will see
photos from fellow brand fans who
snap images of the different ways they
style Alex and Ani’s famous bangles.
“We’ve really evolved over time
from a selling organization to a
community organization,” said Ryan
Bonifacino, VP of Digital Strategy
at Alex and Ani. As branded and
user-generated content continue
to converge, the company focuses
on “having a centralized voice in
terms of what we put on our site,”
Bonifacino added. “Everything we
do has to have meaning, and we
need to speak to our audience and
craft a very specific experience.”
The e-Commerce site is the hub of
the Alex and Ani brand, but content,
images and videos also play a role
in all of the brand’s campaigns and

activities across channels. Every day,
the brand publishes motivational
quotes and promotions across
social networks, and shares usergenerated content across Facebook,
Instagram and other sites. Social
media is an effective channel to
generate buzz, but email plays a
central role in Alex and Ani’s efforts
to acquire customers and nurture
relationships with them.
When visitors first enter their email
addresses on the site, they receive
a welcome email that outlines
detailed information about the
brand, its products and how
they’re made. As consumers keep
interacting with the e-Commerce
site, Alex and Ani further
personalizes email content and
images, encouraging customers to
visit and complete a purchase.
Email personalization has been
especially effective for Alex and
Ani in its efforts to tackle shopping
cart abandonment. Up to 98% of
consumers leave the site without
buying, Bonifacino noted: “The
best way to get them to come back
is through email. So we look at
their behaviors and the series of
products they looked at to engage
them intelligently.”

Alex and Ani established a cascade
of email messages to re-engage
cart abandoners. Although
discounts can help incent
customers to make a purchase, the
brand focuses more extensively on
testing messages and content with
different customer segments.
The cart abandonment series was a
top revenue driver for Alex and Ani
in 2013, Bonifacino reported, and
personalized emails have played a
pivotal role in the brand’s growth.

“Everything we
do has to have
meaning, and we
need to speak to
our audience and
craft a very specific
experience.”
- Ryan Bonifacino,
Alex and Ani
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Leverage Content Across The Customer Lifecycle

Consumers refer to a variety of
different channels and information
sources throughout their browsing
and buying journeys. However, the
three standard phases of the customer
lifecycle — awareness, engagement
and conversion — still apply.
Below is a breakdown of how fashion
brands and retailers can leverage
content to enrich the customer
journey across digital channels.
• AWARENESS
• Email
• A welcome series that shares
more information about the
brand’s history and what
makes it unique
• Messages about products
and how they’re made
• High-level information about
added services
• Incentives or calls-to-action
to engage with the brand on
social media
• Social media
• Aspirational images and
quotes that align with your
brand story and persona

• Videos sharing more detail
about the brand, its founders
and team members
• User-generated reviews
and feedback
• ENGAGEMENT
• Email

• Details on how consumers
can participate in physical or
digital try-on programs
• Social media
• Announcements on new
products and lookbooks

• Seasonal lookbooks

• Information on Frequently
Asked Questions

• Styling advices and guides

• Updates on sales and services

• Frequently Asked Questions

• Responses to social questions
and comments

• Information on nearby
locations
• Quotes and/or favorite
products from team members
• More detailed information
about unique services and
customer loyalty programs

• New TV and video ads
• CONVERSION
• Email
• User-generated content and
outfits of the day featuring a
specific item

Although shoppers consult a variety
of different channels and information
sources throughout their buying journey,
the three standard phases of the customer
lifecycle — awareness, engagement and
conversion — still apply.

• High-quality ads and images
promoting new products
and offers
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• Product recommendations
• Product maintenance
information
• Links to blogs on how to mix
and match products and get
more value out of a purchase
• Invitations to access exclusive
events and sales
• Requests to share
feedback on products and
shopping experiences
• Social media
• User-generated images of
fans wearing products
• Links to relevant blogs created
by the company and fashion
thought leaders such as
magazine editors, celebrities
and lifestyle personalities
• Information on events and sales
exclusive to social followers

“Telling the stories of
the individuals who
wear our jewelry is
part of crafting that
visual brand story,
and is key to getting
our fans engaged.”
- Ed Huang, Alex Woo

How Alex Woo Extends The Brand Story
Across All Channels
Progressive marketers are getting the most out of their investments by
sharing content across all channels. In addition, they are repurposing
content to engage shoppers at different stages of the browsing and
buying journey.
Alex Woo, a jewelry designer and growing brand, focuses on “the three C’s”:
Creating great content, enabling commerce and building community. But
of these three factors, creating content is always a top priority.
“We make sure our content is just as relevant as our products,” said
Ed Huang, Head of Digital Strategy and Finance at Alex Woo. “We want
to really speak to the individuals who are fans of our jewelry by telling
stories about the company and our products.”
Since 2008, Alex Woo has been building up its content arsenal and
focusing on creating engaging and inspirational brand experiences.
On the site, visitors can enjoy detailed information about how
necklaces are made, the story behind the pendants and even
anecdotes from fellow Alex Woo lovers.
Most recently, Alex Woo has increased its investment in video, which is
used to help break up long blocks of text on the site, according to Huang:
“Telling the stories of the individuals who wear our jewelry is part of
crafting that visual brand story, and is key to getting our fans engaged.”
To put a more personal spin on content, Alex Woo leverages dotmailer,
which allows the marketing team to collect and analyze customer data,
and better tailor content to individual preferences. Dotmailer enables
Alex Woo to quickly tap into existing customer pools and generate
campaigns around specific segments and even individuals.
“The more we can speak to individuals and the more they feel like the
brand is relevant to them, the more successful we will be,” Huang noted.
“We’re all about personalization in terms of our products, our marketing
and even the one-to-one conversations we have with our customers.”
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Personalizing Content To Generate
Long-Term Relationships

The apparel and accessories
markets are becoming increasingly
competitive as the e-Commerce
landscape becomes more
populated. As a result, brands
and retailers are focused on
personalizing marketing and
merchandising strategies to drive
engagement and boost sales.
Amazon was the first retailer to
invest heavily in personalization,
mastering the art of the product
recommendation email. While
Amazon and other retail giants are
investing in expensive tools and
data scientists, there are a variety
of new tools and technologies
available to mid-tier retailers to help
them compete more effectively.
“The ability to market with content
and to build that connection with
content has been around for ages, but
what’s different is the technology,”
dotmailer’s Fidura said. “Retailers can
have a conversation and deliver that
content to the customer at the point
that is most appropriate in a very
conversational way. It’s the difference
between walking up to someone on
the street and introducing yourself
and your brand, versus standing
outside the store with a sign or
megaphone and shouting the same
thing to everybody.”

Retailers across categories are trying
to collect and analyze as much data
as possible about their customers,
and then refer to these insights
to craft more meaningful content,
campaigns and experiences.
“Purchasing fashion is an inherently
emotional, personal experience and
is a form of visual self-expression,”
said Lisa Butler, Head of Enterprise
Solutions at eBay Enterprise, which
is under the eBay Inc. product
umbrella and is the sister company of
Magento. “Brands should experiment
with what drives engagement
amongst their target audience.”

Industry research confirms the bottomline impact of personalizing content
throughout the purchasing journey: 86%
of consumers — and 96% of retailers —
said personalization has at least some
impact on the purchasing decision.
Additionally, almost one-third (31%) of
consumers wanted more personalization
in their shopping experiences.4
Adore Me, an online-only lingerie
company, refers to data to guide its
decision-making in multiple areas
of the business — from marketing to
inventory assortment.

“The ability to market with content and
to build that connection with content has
been around for ages, but what’s different
is the technology.”
- Skip Fidura, dotmailer
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“We’re a data-driven machine with
fashionable products,” said Morgan
Hermand-Waiche, CEO of Adore Me,
during a Fashion Digital breakout
session. “We test everything: the
pages on our site, different terms
on buttons. It’s amazing to see
things that don’t make any intuitive
sense have a profound impact. For
example, we found a significant
difference in click-throughs when we
changed a button on our site from
blue to orange.”
Net-a-Porter uses basic A/B testing
to determine the most effective
ways to acquire, retain and engage
site visitors.

“Our editorial team and in-house
creative team are supposed to
generate content and photos
that inspire consumers,” said
Lydia Williams, Marketing
Communications Manager for The
Americas at Net-a-Porter. “But we
A/B tested one page and found
that the page without content
outperformed the one that did.
This is one example showing how
we have to balance between being
a source of inspiration while also
optimizing performance to build out
the brand.”

meaningful one-to-one conversations
with consumers. Technology should
be used to scale these conversations,
allowing retailers to engage with
thousands, or even millions, of
shoppers at a time.

“It’s as simple as asking what you
would say to a customer if they
were standing in front of your store,”
Fidura noted. “What content would
you deliver and how would you
deliver it? Just ask people what
they’re interested in and track how
they react. Are they opening, are
they clicking? It doesn’t matter if
Moving forward, retailers need to
its email or the web site, are they
consider how they can incorporate a engaging with what you’re saying?”
human touch into messaging, creating

On The Verge! New Tech Trends That Will Shake Up Fashion Marketing
Emerging technologies, such as
beacons and wearable devices, are
shaking up the retail industry, providing
business with new ways to engage
and communicate with shoppers.
Beacons are equipped with
Bluetooth Low Energy technology,
so they can wirelessly communicate
and transmit data with mobile
devices that have their Bluetooth
turned on. As a result, retailers
can not only track and better
understand consumers’ path to
purchase, but also send relevant
messages and content to them while
they’re shopping.

Wearable technology, such as smart
watches and glasses, offers the
same form of real-time engagement.
Consumers can remain constantly
connected to the online world and, in
turn, their favorite brands and retailers
can engage with them at any time.
“The adoption of wearable
technology ultimately becomes
another channel to engage
consumers where they are,”
eBay Enterprise’s Butler said. “As
engagement channels mature and
diversify, consumers will demand
dynamic content that reflects their
relationship with brands.”

“As engagement
channels mature
and diversify,
consumers will
demand dynamic
content that reflects
their relationship
with brands.”
- Lisa Butler,
eBay Enterprise
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Conclusion

A key takeaway from Fashion Digital
is that e-Commerce and mobile are
now the cornerstones of the shopping
experience. As consumers rely more
on digital tools to browse and buy,
retailers must focus on differentiating
their brands and experiences across all
channels, while tailoring messages and
offers to individual customers.
With the competition heating up — and
the e-Commerce world becoming more
entrenched — retailers that fail to act
will undoubtedly be left behind. And in
the new era of retail, personalization
is the name of the game. The fashion
brands and retailers that succeed
will be the ones that take a more
customized and humanized approach
to their promotional and informational
messages across all channels.

Although consumers’ shopping
behaviors continue to change and
the omnichannel landscape will
inevitably become more complex and
interconnected, content will continue
to act as the foundation of a successful
brand. Moving forward, retailers must
remember to:
• Keep the wants, needs and
preferences of target customers
in mind;
• Stay true to the brand and its
unique story;
• Embrace a mixture of branded and
user-generated content;
• Test and experiment with different
formats and messages; and
• Personalize offers, messages and
recommendations to connect with
customers on a more intimate level.

In the new era of
retail, personalization
is the name of the
game. The fashion
brands and retailers
that succeed will be
the ones that take a
more customized and
humanized approach
to their promotional
and informational
messages across all
channels.

Blending content marketing with
personalization and omnichannel
engagement allows mid-tier fashion
For mid-tier fashion retailers, the time
retailers to create a true lifestyle behind
to innovate is now.
their brands; a lifestyle and story that
grabs consumers’ attention, entertains
them and truly enthralls them.
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About dotmailer

350 Seventh Avenue,
Suite 307
New York, NY 10001

dotmailer’s marketing automation platform is used by 70,000 ecommerce
and email marketers in over 150 countries. dotmailer’s sophisticated and
marketer-friendly software, strategic and hands-on client services team,
and systems integrations meet the needs of both B2C and B2B marketers.
Principal offices are in New York City and London.

P: 212.971.9408

About Retail TouchPoints

411 State Route 17 S
Suite 410
Hasbrouck Heights, NJ 07604
P: 201.257.8528
F: 201.426.0181

Retail TouchPoints is an online publishing network for retail executives, with
content focused on optimizing the customer experience across all channels. The
Retail TouchPoints network is comprised of a weekly newsletter, special reports,
web seminars, exclusive benchmark research, and a content-rich web site featuring
daily news updates and multi-media interviews at www.retailtouchpoints.com.
The Retail TouchPoints team also interacts with social media communities
via Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn.

info@retailtouchpoints.com
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